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Abstract. We study a novel operational problem that considers vehicle positioning in on-
demand rental networks, such as car sharing in the wider context of a competitive market in
which users select vehicles based on access. Existing approaches consider networks in isola-
tion; our competitor-aware model takes supply situations of competing networks into ac-
count.We combine onlinemachine learning to predict market-level demand and supplywith
dynamic mixed integer nonlinear programming. For evaluation, we use discrete event
simulation based on real-world data from Car2Go and DriveNow. Our model outperforms
conventionalmodels that consider the fleet in isolation by a factor of two in terms of profit im-
provements. In the case we study, the highest theoretical profit improvements of 7.5% are
achievedwith a dynamicmodel. Operators of on-demand rental networks can use ourmodel
under existing market conditions to build a profitable competitive advantage by optimizing
access for consumers without the need for fleet expansion. Model effectiveness increases fur-
ther in realistic scenarios of fleet expansion and demand growth. Our model accommodates
rising demand, defends against competitors’ fleet expansion, and enhances the profitability of
ownfleet expansions.

Supplemental Material: The online appendices are available at https://doi.org/10.1287/trsc.2021.1097.

Keywords: machine learning • online optimization • optimal positioning • sharing economy • Car2Go

1. Introduction
A key trend in urban mobility is the consumption of
mobility as a service and on-demand (Laporte, Meu-
nier, and Wolfler Calvo 2018) heralding the age of
shared, fleet-based, transportation platforms and rent-
al networks (Qi and Shen 2019, Benjaafar and Hu
2020). On-demand rental networks have emerged for
cars (e.g., Car2Go, DriveNow); bikes (e.g., Nextbike);
and, more recently, scooters (e.g., Lime, Bird). Shared
mobility is characterized by the fact that demand is not
only influenced by price but also by local supply as de-
fined in terms of availability (e.g., wait time or distance
to the nearest vehicle) (Benjaafar and Hu 2020). There-
fore, regular fleet balancing via physical repositioning
actions is required and has been the subject of exten-
sive research (e.g., Lu, Chen, and Shen 2018; He, Mak,
and Rong 2019b). A commonly neglected fact in the lit-
erature on shared mobility operations is the competi-
tive environment in which shared mobility platforms
and rental networks tend to operate in. Participants
compete for a finite number of customers who may
switch freely between competing networks (multihom-
ing). Given this situation, own vehicle supply should

be considered in the wider context of the competitive
market in which users select vehicles based on access
and availability. It follows that value may be gained
from factoring in the competition’s supply decisions
into a fleet repositioning decision framework. Existing
research, however, treats the fleet repositioning prob-
lem as a cost-minimizing task aimed at serving an ex-
ogenous observed demand. Although overall market
demand may indeed be exogenous, this is unlikely to
be the case for own observed demand. For example, re-
locating away from a region or reducing the fleet size
to serve the same demand can be reasonably expected
to result in a relatively worse competitive positioning
of the focal fleet to the benefit of competing networks.

In the new digitalized mobility system the necessary
data to incorporate competitive dynamics into the oper-
ational decision process of a fleet operator has become
abundant. We observe a more and more liberal and
standardized provision of real-time data across the mo-
bility industry. Open standards, such as the General Bi-
keshare Feed Specification (North American Bikeshare
Association 2021) or the Mobility Data Specification
(Open Mobility Foundation 2021), are increasingly
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adopted bymobility operatorswho, inmany cases, pro-
vide open application programming interfaces (APIs)
to their digital platforms that allow for automated
and real-time data retrieval. Alternatively, real-time
data streams of most mobility platforms are now
available commercially from third party data analyt-
ics providers (e.g., fluctuo). Furthermore, innovations
in city-specific regulations increasingly mandate mo-
bility providers to participate in open data initiatives
(e.g., Los Angeles). Such developments are only ex-
pected to improve real-time mobility data availability
in the future.

The question then remains whether there is suffi-
cient value to be gained from this real-time data to
warrant investments into the development of a real-
time data analytics and decision framework that in-
corporates competitor supply information into the
operational decision-making process? In this re-
search we explore this question by focusing on the vehi-
cle positioning problem, a core challenge in the opera-
tion of on-demand vehicle rental networks. We explore
how fleet operators can leverage real-time competitor
information along with other large-scale urban data
sources to make optimal competitor-aware vehicle sup-
ply decisions to boost overall market share, utilization
and profits. What emerges is a novel decision problem
which we term the Competitor-Aware Shared Vehicle Posi-
tioning Problem (CSVP). The key contribution of our
work is to compute the value of real-time competitor
information in operational decision making of on-
demand rental networks by developing a temporally
and spatially flexible online learning and optimiza-
tion framework to solve the CSVP. Specifically, we
formulate a novel dynamic mixed-integer nonlinear
programming (MINLP) model that produces optimal
competitor-aware positioning decisions for a given
spatiotemporal resolution. We address the uncertain-
ty associated with the input parameters of this opti-
mization via a high-accuracy learning model and the
online nature of our model which incorporates up-
dated contextual information as it becomes available.
A core benefit of this approach is that it reduces the
complexity of the downstream optimization allowing
for close to real-time solution for large problems. Fi-
nally, we evaluate our combined model via extensive
simulation and counterfactual testing based on a
unique combined data set of Car2Go and DriveNow
rental transactions in the city of Berlin.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
In the next Section (Section 2), we present a short re-
view of related work. We then describe the predictive
and prescriptive modeling approaches of our solution
approach (Section 3). In Section 4, we introduce the dis-
crete event simulation (DES), which we use for evalua-
tion, and present results. We end with a discussion
(Section 5).

2. Related Work
2.1. Introduction to On-Demand Vehicle Rent-

al Networks
Shared mobility is widely regarded as a core building
block of the future mobility system (Savelsbergh and
Van Woensel 2016; Laporte, Meunier, and Wolfler
Calvo 2018). It entails the consumption of mobility as
an on-demand service. Asset ownership is relegated
to third parties (Paundra et al. 2017). Benjaafar and
Hu (2020) distinguish three canonical sharing econo-
my applications: (1) peer-to-peer resource sharing
(e.g., BlaBlaCar), (2) on-demand service platforms
(e.g., Uber, Lyft), and (3) on-demand rental networks
(e.g., Car2Go, Lime). This work focuses on on-demand
rental networks. On-demand rental networks in mobil-
ity have historically been operated as station-based
systems in that vehicles are collected and dropped off
at a certain number of fixed stations (Nair and Miller-
Hooks 2011). Recently, free floating vehicle sharing
(FFVS) is emerging as an alternative system. In such
flexible, one-way systems, customers are free to pick
up and drop off a vehicle at any point within a prede-
fined operating area, providing the benefit of direct
point-to-point travel. From an operations management
perspective, on-demand rental networks exhibit a range
of unique characteristics. These are (1) the inability to
book in advance, (2) the spatial distribution of resources,
and (3) the one-way characteristic of rentals that do not
have to be returned to their point of origin (Benjaafar
andHu2020). These characteristics bringwith themnov-
el operations management challenges, ranging from
strategic issues, such as fleet sizing and service area defi-
nition, to operational challenges, such as spatial and
temporal fleet positioning (He, Mak, and Rong 2019b).
Here we consider FFVS operations when competition
is present, with a particular focus on the repositioning
challenge.

2.2. Predictive Analytics for On-Demand Vehicle
Rental Networks

The emergence of big urban data has resulted in new
research opportunities in predictive analytics for oper-
ations management (Cohen 2018). Most existing ap-
proaches of FFVS positioning rely on known distribu-
tions of (1) demand and (2) trip origin-destination
pairs across the spatiotemporal network. Machine
learning (ML)–based regression techniques allow for a
reduction in the uncertainty of future realizations
through accurate point estimates. In situations with as
many free parameters as the one we study (market
level and focal fleet), using point estimates rather than
uncertainty sets can significantly enhance perfor-
mance and scalability while reducing overconserva-
tiveness of some robust optimization approaches
(Hao et al. 2020).
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In the domain of vehicle sharing, predictive analytics
work has focused on demand prediction. For reposi-
tioning applications, knowledge on vehicle inflows is
equally required. Recent work has shown that the
same model architectures can be used to predict both
supply and demand (e.g., Xu et al. 2018). FFVS predic-
tive analytics research can be differentiated in terms of
(1) the type ofmodel used, (2) the spatial discretization,
(3) prediction horizon, and (4) whether contextual data
are used. In terms of (1) models used, we identify tradi-
tional statistical time series approaches using, for ex-
ample, Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving
Average (SARIMA) models (Müller and Bogenberger
2015); traditional machine learning approaches (Kah-
len et al. 2017, Willing et al. 2017); and, more recently,
deep learning frameworks (Caggiani et al. 2018, Xu
et al. 2018, Zhou et al. 2018, Ai et al. 2019). ML models,
and in particular deep learning models, have consis-
tently demonstrated superior performance compared
with naive and statistical benchmarks. Spatial discreti-
zation (2) is relevant for FFVS applications because of
the absence of discrete spatial reference points, such as
rental stations. A common discretization method is the
use of zip codes (e.g., Lu, Chen, and Shen 2018). How-
ever, this technique suffers from various limitations,
such as arbitrary and nonuniform shapes and sizes of
regions. An alternative approach is the use of grids to
discretize the service area into regions of uniform size.
In most cases, static quadratic (e.g., Zhou et al. 2018) or
hexagonal (e.g., Schroer et al. 2019) grids are used. Re-
search in the area of discrete spatial simulations sug-
gests the use of a hexagonal geodesic discrete global
grid system (GDGGS), because of uniform adjacency
of hexagons and limited distortion of a geodesic grid.
Regarding (3) prediction horizons, myopic single-step
predictions are the standard scenario being studied,
although Zhou et al. (2018) perform a multiperiod pre-
diction using a deep neural network. The use of contex-
tual data varies by type of model. Although statistical
and certain deep learning models use historic time se-
ries data exclusively (Müller and Bogenberger 2015, Ai
et al. 2019), the additional use of contextual data is
commonplace. Typical contextual features employed
are temporal metadata (time of day, day of week),
meteorological data (e.g., Xu et al. 2018), points of
interest (e.g., Willing et al. 2017, Schroer et al. 2019),
and events (e.g., Kahlen et al. 2017). Existing predictive
approaches are commonly evaluated in static envir-
onments with arbitrarily defined period length and
region size. Consequently, there is limited clarity re-
garding their performance in varying temporal and
spatial resolutions and different prediction horizons,
in which data might become more sparse. As these are
important parameters for the performance of the CSVP
solution framework, we investigate them in detail in
ourwork.

2.3. Prescriptive Analytics and Empty Positioning
Problems for On-Demand Vehicle Rent-
al Networks

The problem of vehicle (asset) allocation and position-
ing is an emerging area of research in operations man-
agement (Benjaafar, Li, and Li 2017; He, Mak, and
Rong 2019b; Benjaafar and Hu 2020) and is related to
the problem class of empty repositioning, a special
case of the assignment problem (Erera, Morales, and
Savelsbergh 2009). Vehicle allocation and positioning
are especially significant in FFVS systems where, be-
cause of the unknown target destination of one-way
trips, demand and supply imbalances may occur lo-
cally (Benjaafar et al. 2017). FFVS are the subject of
this work, and we therefore focus our review on this
thread of literature. The reader is referred to Pal and
Zhang (2017) for a comprehensive review of the litera-
ture on repositioning in the context of station-based
vehicle sharing systems.

The operations management of FFVS has received
increasing attention in recent years. Generally, two
distinct approaches to facilitate vehicle repositioning
in FFVS exist: (1) operator-based repositioning (e.g.,
Angelopoulos et al. 2018) and (2) user-based reposi-
tioning (e.g., Ströhle, Flath, and Garttner 2019; Schiffer
et al. 2021). Li and Liao (2020) consider self-relocation
of autonomous vehicles, which can be understood as
a form of operator-based repositioning at lower cost.
Either of the two approaches rely on periodic instruc-
tions regarding the number of vehicles to be relocated
to and from each region in the service network but
vary in terms of relocation cost factor and the degree
to which positioning actions can be assumed to be de-
terministic (Laporte et al. 2018). The objective of the
underlying positioning framework usually revolves
around minimizing a fleet operator’s cost of service
(He et al. 2019a) or maximizing profitability and/or
quality of service (Lu, Chen, and Shen 2018).

Positioning problems are typically modelled us-
ing temporal-spatial networks (Erera, Morales, and
Savelsbergh 2009). Deterministic (Boyaci, Zografos,
and Geroliminis 2015; Pal and Zhang 2017; Caggiani
et al. 2018; Schiffer et al. 2021), stochastic (Lu, Chen, and
Shen 2018), and robust (Laporte, Meunier, and Wolfler
2018; He, Mak, and Rong 2019b; Hao et al. 2020) mathe-
matical programming approaches as well as greedy
simulation-based frameworks (Kahlen et al. 2017) have
been proposed to solve the positioning challenge for
FFVS. Boyaci, Zografos, and Geroliminis (2015) propose
a deterministic multiobjective model for fleet sizing un-
der repositioning. Caggiani et al. (2018) propose an inte-
grated prediction and optimization model that uses
point estimates of future demand as input into a deter-
ministic optimization-based decision support system.
Weikl and Bogenberger (2015) propose a two-stage
approach with relocations between macroscopic zones
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and between microscopic zones inside macro zones.
Pal and Zhang (2017) develop an optimization model
for bike-based FFVS that accounts for the possibility
of multivehicle repositioning on trucks. Other stud-
ies consider the uncertainty inherent in demand and
supply prediction and respond with stochastic
frameworks for optimization under uncertainty. Lu,
Chen, and Shen (2018) develop two-stage stochastic
integer programming models for optimizing strate-
gic parking planning and vehicle allocation for
station-based and free-floating carshare systems with
the objective of maximizing profit and quality of ser-
vice (i.e., minimizing unserved rentals). A recent ex-
ample of robust optimization is provided by He, Hu,
and Zhang (2019a) who produce a myopic and multi-
period robust optimization model assuming random
realizations of demand based on learned uncertainty
sets. They evaluate their model empirically on a
temporal-spatial network with up to five regions and
three periods. Hao et al. (2020) attempt to address the
commonly observed overconservativeness of robust
approaches. The authors include additional contextu-
al covariates in their estimation of uncertainty sets
and derive differentiated demand distributions con-
ditional onweather factors.

We identify various gaps in the existing FFVS litera-
ture that this study sets out to address. First, previous
studies typically assume that demand and origin-
destination probabilities follow learnable uncondition-
al spatiotemporal distributions from which random
draws materialize at any given instance. Hao et al.
(2020) show how this assumption can lead to overly
conservative repositioning decisions as contextual fac-
tors, such as weather, points of interest, or events are
ignored, all of which have impact on demand (Kahlen
et al. 2017). We also find that past research assumes
that shared vehicle fleets operate in isolation and that
their positioning decision will have no impact on user
choice. This is a bold assumption, especially for real-
time location-based rental networks, where location
(or access) can be regarded as a major source of com-
petitive advantage. Indeed, Braverman et al. (2019)
postulate that in ride hailing systems, the availability
of vehicles directly corresponds to the probability of a
ride being served. However, in competitive situations,
availability should be viewed in relative terms, that is,
relative to the availability of competitor vehicles (Balac
et al. 2019). Spatiotemporal supply decisions can thus
be a source of competitive advantage. Finally, existing
approaches tend to focus on small networks with cor-
respondingly large regions. In an FFVS network, avail-
ability is usually defined in terms of walking distance,
making granular networks more beneficial. We devel-
op a scalable solution approach, which can be applied
in practice for network sizes of up to 50 regions, greatly
exceeding network sizes used in previous research

(e.g., He, Hu, and Zhang 2019a) and allowing for high-
ly targeted positioning operations.

3. Model
We formulate a data-driven, three-stage online learn-
ing and optimization model. In Stage 1, the system re-
trieves, processes, and combines real-time data from a
range of different sources and updates the underlying
multivariate data set. In Stage 2, these data serve as
the basis for machine-learning models that are re-
trained in each period to estimate key input parame-
ters for the downstream prescriptive model. In Stage
3, the estimated parameters are used in a dynamic
MINLP optimization framework that computes opti-
mal positioning decisions for all periods in the optimi-
zation horizon. Positioning actions for the upcoming
period are isolated and executed after which Stage 1 is
repeated. In Sections 3.1–3.3, we discuss these three
stages in detail. The CSVP relies on the following as-
sumption. First, we assume nonstrategic user behav-
iour, that is, we assume that users are indifferent be-
tween vehicles of all fleets in the market. This
assumption is valid, as vehicle types and price levels
between competing networks are comparable in most
markets. Customers therefore select vehicles based on
access and convenience. Both criteria in turn depend
on the relative availability of fleet vehicles per com-
petitor in a given region. We, thus, postulate that the
probability of capturing a rental within a given region
i and period [t, t+ 1] is directly proportional to the
share of vehicles on the ground within that region and
period. We test this assumption empirically for the
case of Car2Go and DriveNow and find strong sup-
port for it (see Online Appendix B). Second, we assume
that competitors are nonstrategic, which is currently
the case in most markets in which operators do not
engage in competitor-aware operations management.
From this assumption, it follows that early adopters of
CSVP positioning can fully exploit the benefits of our
solution approach. We also assume that demand is ex-
ogenous and observable, that is, that there is a fixed de-
mand for shared mobility of a certain mode, which can
be monitored and predicted (a common assumption in
data-driven demand prediction). Finally, we assume
that positioning actions are completed within a single
planning period and vehicles become available for
rental within that same period. We adopt a structured
discretization approach in the construction of the un-
derlying spatiotemporal network across which posi-
tioning actions are performed.We distinguish between
planning times t where new information is retrieved
and new assignment schedules are computed and
planning periods [t, t+ 1] for which these assignment
schedules are developed. Overall, we define two tem-
poral parameters. First, we define the length of a
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period Δt (in unit time). Second, we set the length of
the optimization horizon by defining the set of optimi-
zation periods as T O. The length of the optimization
horizon is then given by ΔO � Δt |T O |. The spatial
framework we adopt is as follows. We construct a
hexagonal geodesic discrete global grid system as
defined in Sahr, White, and Kimerling (2004). A
GDGGS is more flexible and allows for relatively
easy adjustment of spatial resolution because of the
hierarchical nature of tile sizes, a property which is
helpful if the set of regions H is to be flexibly de-
fined. We opt for hexagonal tiles because of their ad-
vantage of uniform adjacency.

3.1. Stage 1: Real-Time Contextual Data Inputs
for Predictive and Prescriptive Analytics

On-demand rental networks operate modern app-
based digital interfaces via which users can start, ter-
minate, and pay for rentals. A user has access to accu-
rate information at any given point in time about the
amount and location of available vehicles in his or her
vicinity. These data are also accessible at a larger and
more automated scale via APIs. This allows mobility
companies to retrieve and periodically archive real-
time geo-tagged competitor supply information from
which trip information (start point, end point, dura-
tion) can be extrapolated with relative ease (see On-
line Appendix A for more details). Our approach also
works if individual vehicle trajectories cannot be
tracked, which is sometimes made difficult by the
nonstatic vehicle ID used for privacy reasons in some
data standards, such as the General Bikeshare Feed
Specification (North American Bikeshare Association
2021). It is in fact sufficient to track total supply, in-
flows, and outflows per area and time period (irre-
spective of individual vehicle trajectories) by regularly
counting individual vehicles (as identified by their lo-
cation) per area and tracking changes. Note that this
work relies solely on data streams that are generated
in the public space and that are available freely to any
user accessing the digital platform interface. We do
not use any price data, which may be critical from a
competition regulation standpoint.

One challenge with this approach is that it allows
the observation of censored demand only, that is, de-
mand that is limited by the supply of vehicles. We cir-
cumvent this challenge in our demand prediction by
removing entries where there is either no supply in a
region or where supply has been fully exhausted. In
addition, we refrain from employing local supply lev-
els as a predictor of demand and subsequent inflows
in our predictive model. Our online learning frame-
work relies on the availability of a rich set of indepen-
dent variables (features) that capture observed and
unobserved patterns in mobility behavior. We create
spatial and temporal joins between the data sets and

obtain rich feature vectors of 238 features for each spa-
tiotemporal instance. These features can be grouped
into five sets, which we describe below. A detailed
overview is provided in Online Appendix D.

• Temporal feature vectorZ � (z1, : : : ,zz): z � 35 tem-
poral features, for example, the hour of the day, the
day of the week, and whether the day is a weekend or
holiday. They capture temporal patterns in shared mo-
bility usage.

• Meteorological feature vector W � (w1, : : : ,ww):
w � 6 meteorological features on temperature, precipi-
tation, cloud cover, and wind speed are included. Cur-
rent weather conditions can have a significant impact
onmobility choices (Willing et al. 2017).

• Geographical feature vector G � (g1, : : : ,gg): g �
105 features related to points of interest (POIs) are re-
trieved via Google Maps. We include counts and also
capture the relative popularity of a location by count-
ing the number of POIs that have a popularity rating
and a price rating.

• Competitor fleet feature vector C � (c1, : : : , cc): We
include c � 46 lagged outflow variables (in number of
vehicles). We use lags of one, two and three periods
prior as well as one to seven days prior to the period in
scope, which were selected based on autocorrelation
with the target. We also include lagged inflows per re-
gion, as these will have an influence on rental starts in
the next period (e.g., via round trips). Additionally, we
include lagged inflows and outflows aggregated across
the entire network, which determine the total pool of
vehicles that become available for rental or are candi-
dates for inflows in the next periods. We apply lags of
one, two, and three periods. For both inflows and out-
flows of competitor vehicles, we also include the mean
and variance over the past seven days as well as week-
ly differencing variables that capture any trends in in-
flows and outflows over the past seven weeks.

• Focal fleet feature vector F � ( f 1, : : : , f f ): We use
exactly the same features as for the competitor fleet
(i.e., f � c).

3.2. Stage 2: Online Predictive Model
We use machine learning models to predict input pa-
rameters for the online optimization. We predict total
market demand D̂M

i,t in region i during period [t,t+1]..
as well as total and focal fleet inflows per region and
period (ÎMi,t and ÎOi,t). Because the proposed feature set
captures many observed and latent variables, we use
the same comprehensive feature vectors to learn mod-
els for each of the above target variables. We propose
an online learning approach, retrieving and incorpo-
rating new information as it becomes available. This
allows dynamic trends and evolution of the system,
such as changes in consumer behavior or changes in
competitor relocation schedules to be incorporated by
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the model as soon as possible. We use a combined
data matrix S[T L] of form

S[T L] � (z1[T L], : : : ,z
z
[T L],w

1
[T L], : : : ,w

w
[T L],g

1
[T L], : : : ,g

g
[T L],

c1[T L], : : : ,c
c
[T L], f

1
[T L], : : : , f

f
[T L])

to train our models, where T L is the set of training pe-
riods and the individual element matrices en[T L] �
(en1 , : : : entL) consist of vectors of form ent � (eni,t), that is,
the realizations of independent variable e across all re-
gions i ∈H in period [t, t+ 1]. We normalize the data
by subtracting the mean and scaling to unit variance to
enhance statistical stability. To increase performance
while reducing the risk of overfitting, we employ regu-
larization techniques inherent to the respective algo-
rithm (such as (ℓ1) regularization in linear models or
dropout for deep neural networks).

We learn new models per period and location based
on a fixed-length moving training window of length
|T L |, where |T L | is problem-specific. Similar to the pro-
cess of hyperparameter tuning, it can be tailored to the
individual application case via a heuristic search over a
range of possible lengths. By comparing predictive per-
formance on a validation set, the best lengths can be
identified.

We train models in two types of configurations: (1)
a single-period prediction and (2) a multiperiod pre-
diction. In the single-period prediction, we predict
market demand D̂M

i,t as well as total and focal fleet in-
flows (ÎMi,t , Î

O
i,t) as a function of the respective spatiotem-

poral realization of features as φi,t : Si,t → ŷi,t, which is
obtained by solving an optimization of form minφ

y
i,t∑

t∈T Lℓ(φy
i,t(Si,t),yi,t), where ℓ is the selected loss func-

tion of the machine learning algorithm. Hence, ŷt �(ŷi,t) for all i ∈H is computed as follows:

ŷt � /t(St):
In the multiperiod case, we predict market demand
(D̂M

i,t+n), total inflows (ÎMi,t+n), and focal fleet inflows
(ÎOi,t+n) for region i in any period [t+ n, t+ n+ 1]. The
prediction is repeated for all (t+ n) ∈ T O, where T O is
the set of periods in the optimization horizon. We
adapt our feature set because our single-period pre-
diction model uses lagged features from the past peri-
od that cannot be observed more than one period
ahead. One option is to supplement it with predicted
values as we move along the prediction horizon. Al-
ternatively, to avoid prediction error propagation, we
may iteratively drop lagged features that have become
unobservable for the period in scope. We opt for the lat-
ter approach anduse the reduced feature vectorS′ to de-
rive ŷi,t+n. Note that S′ will periodically reduce in size
the further ahead in time one wishes to predict. Note
also that we do not drop any temporal, meteorological

or geographical features (i.e., we do not modify Z,W
and G) as these are either time-independent or we as-
sume that perfect foresight will be available. Thus, for all
realizations further than one period ahead we learn
models of form ŷt+n � /′

t+n.
Hyperparameter tuning via brute-force grid se-

arches is performed on a fixed training data set using
time series cross-validation. Hyperparameters are pa-
rameters of a machine learning model that are not
learned during training but chosen by the user direct-
ly (e.g., tree depth in a random forest model or the
number of nodes per layer in a deep neural network).
Because model results can be highly sensitive to these
hyperparameters, careful tuning on a training and val-
idation data set is required. Test metrics of the final
tuned model are reported on a completely unseen test
data set. To obtain accurate test metrics, a moving
window validation that most accurately reflects the
intended real-world application is adopted. We train
the model on a fixed amount of periods |T L | and eval-
uate it on the next period. The length of the training
window is selected based on predictive performance.
We use the mean absolute error (MAE) as the main
error. The MAE is a measure for the average absolute
error in terms of number of vehicles. Mathematically, it
is expressed asMAE � 1

|H||T E |
∑

i∈H
∑

t∈T E |ŷi,t − yi,t |, where

H is the set of regions in the data set and T E is the set of
evaluation periods. One downside of using the MAE
is that model performance comparisons between dif-
ferent resolutions and application fields are not possi-
ble because the error is not scaled in accordance with
the baseline value. The mean absolute percentage er-
ror (MAPE) is a popular relative metric, which is scale
independent. But theMAPE suffers from several prob-
lems; the most serious of which (in relationship to this
work) is its inability to handle cases in which the true
value is zero (Chen, Twycross, and Garibaldi 2017).
Therefore, the symmetric mean absolute percentage
error (SMAPE) is used, which we define here as

1
|H||T E |

∑
i∈H

∑
t∈T E

| ŷi,t − yi,t |
| ŷi,t | + |yi,t |.

3.3. Stage 3: Online Prescriptive Model
To take advantage of our ability to periodically com-
pute more precise forecasts of parameters based on
real-time information, we focus on online optimiza-
tion approaches. We develop a dynamic model for-
mulated as a mixed integer nonlinear program. In a
vehicle FFVS context, knock-on effects of positionings
on future rental performance may be substantial; a dy-
namic model is able to exploit these to the fleet man-
ager’s advantage. Table 1 defines the nomenclature
adopted in the following formulations. Our optimi-
zation objective can be expressed as follows: For the
|T O | upcoming periods, position vehicles across the
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network in a competitor-aware fashion such that fleet
contribution margin is maximized over the optimization
horizon. We choose the contribution margin as our
objective, as we assume fleet size to be exogenously
determined. In such a scenario, the fleet operator has
an incentive to maximize the contribution margin,
that is, to maximize the proportion of sales revenue
not consumed by variable costs and thus able to cover
the fixed cost base. What results is a special profit-
maximizing form of the assignment problem where
i ∈H origin regions are matched by the same number
of destination regions j ∈H, with H being the set of re-
gions. Let us define the decision variable xij,t as the num-
ber of vehicles that flow from region i to j during period
[t, t+ 1]. The decision variables have both revenue and

cost implications. The objective function of our general
mathematicalmodel can thus be formulated as follows:

maximize
xij,t

Π � ∑

t∈T O

∑

i∈H
(DM

i,tψ
O
i,tδ̂

M
i,t (rrent − crent))

−∑

t∈T O

∑

i∈H

∑

j∈H
(xij,tcrelocij,t ): (1)

The first term in Equation (1) describes the contribu-
tion margin of each captured trip across the network,
where the number of captured trips is controlled by
the focal fleet’s relative availability ψO

i,t:

ψO
i,t �

AO
i,t + IOi,t +∑

j∈H(xji,t − xij,t)
AM

i,t + IMi,t +∑
j∈H(xji,t − xij,t) : (2)

Table 1. Optimization Model Nomenclature

Symbol Description Unit

Sets

H Set of regions in network with H � {h0,h1, : : :hi} and index i,j set
T O Set of planning times/periods in opt. horizon T O � {t1, t2, : : : ttO} with index t set
Parameters

AM,base
i,t Base market availability without positioning in region i at start of period [t, t+ 1] vehicles

AO,base
i,t Base focal fleet availability without positioning in region i at start of period [t, t+ 1] vehicles

crelocij Cost of relocating one vehicle from region i to region j USD

cvar Specific variable cost of vehicle movement (fuel, wear, etc.) USD/hour

dij Shortest path between centroids of region i and j across the road network kilometers (km)

D̂M
i,t Total predicted market demand for trips in region i during period [t, t+ 1] vehicles

ΔDO
i,t Gained trips in region i during period [t, t+ 1] due to relocations vehicles

δ̂Mi,t Average expected length per rental in region i during period [t, t+ 1] hours

Hmax
i,t Maximum available parking capacity of region i during period [t, t+ 1] vehicles

ÎMi,t Total predicted inflows of all vehicles in region i during period [t, t+ 1] vehicles

ÎOi,t Total predicted inflows of focal fleet vehicles in region i during period [t, t+ 1] vehicles

Mmax
t Maximum number of relocations during period [t, t+ 1] relocs

ΔO Length of optimization horizon unit time

ψO,base
i,t Relative base vehicle availability of focal fleet in region i during period [t, t+ 1] ratio

rrent Specific revenue per rental USD/hour

sOi,t Density share of focal fleet vehicles in region i during period [t, t+ 1] %

Δt Length of an individual period [t, t+ 1] hours

ΔW Length of the planning window hours

Δxi,t Net number of relocations to region i during period [t, t+ 1] vehicles

State variables

AM
i,t Total availability of all fleet vehicles in region i at time t vehicles

AO
i,t Total availability of focal fleet vehicles in region i at time t vehicles

DM
i,t Total market demand in region i during period [t, t+ 1] vehicles

IMi,t Total market inflows fleet vehicles in region i during period [t, t+ 1] vehicles

IOi,t Total inflows of focal fleet vehicles in region i during period [t, t+ 1] vehicles

ψO
i,t Relative vehicle availability of focal fleet in region i during period [t, t+ 1] ratio

Decision & target variables

Π Focal fleet operator’s contribution margin over optimization horizon T O USD

xij,t Number of focal fleet vehicles to be relocated from tile i to j in period [t, t+ 1] vehicles
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This is equivalent to the assumption that the probabil-
ity of capturing a rental is proportional to a fleet’s rel-
ative availability within a region (converged to expec-
tation) and lies at the core of the competitor awareness
of our model. Repositioning decisions are made based
on total market demand DM

i,t and supply AM
i,t + IMi,t per

region, thus, factoring in where competitor vehicles
are positioned and how many additional inflows can
be expected over the period in scope. The second term
of the objective function sums the cost of positionings
across the network, which depends on crelocij,t and the
decision variables xij,t, where crelocij,t denotes the cost of
relocating a single vehicle from region i to region j
during time-period t. Note that we are dealing with a
concave objective function, which is maximized, as
can be readily seen by taking the second derivative
(which is negative for all values of xji,t − xij,t that lie
within the constraints of this problem). Consequently,
a global optimum exists for the CSVP. The resulting
mixed integer nonlinear program can be solved with
state-of-the-art modeling frameworks (Kröger et al.
2018). Similar to He, Mak, and Rong (2019b), we allow
for the fact that the value of an individual rental may
vary across time and space, which is captured by the
factor δ̂Mi,t .

The optimization is subject to a number of con-
straints. We first ensure that the decision variables
only take on positive integer values.

xij,t ≥ 0, ∀i, j ∈ H, ∀t ∈ T O (3)

xij,t ∈ Z, ∀i, j ∈ H, ∀t ∈ T O (4)

Also, to conserve the number of vehicles, we ensure
that the net number of vehicles being relocated from a
tile does not exceed the vehicle availability within that
tile at the start of a period. This ensures that the relo-
cation schedule can always be executed and that the
operator does not have to wait for any natural inflows
to arrive in the region i for subsequent repositioning.

∑

j∈H
(xij,t − xji,t) ≤ AO

i,t, ∀i ∈ H, ∀t ∈ T O (5)

Equally, as market demand will be limited by the
available vehicles within a region, we implement the
following constraints, which guarantee that DM

i,t will
be either equal to the lower of predicted demand D̂M

i,t

or total available vehicles. Note that as per the defini-
tion of ψO

i,t, this also guarantees that own captured de-
mand DM

i,tψ
O
i,t cannot exceed own vehicle availability.

DM
i,t ≤ D̂M

i,t , ∀i ∈H ∀t ∈ T O (6)

DM
i,t ≤ AM

i,t + IMi,t +
∑

j∈H
(xji,t − xij,t), ∀i ∈H, ∀t ∈ T O (7)

Consequently, if market demand is not fulfilled, inflows
will reduce. We implement this by adjusting state

variable IMi,t by the lost demand in the previous period

ΔDM
t−1 � ∑

i∈H(DM
i,t−1 − D̂

M
i,t−1) allocated proportionately

across the network. In our simulation, we consider the
stochasticity in this process by allocating inflows in a
probabilistic manner.

IMi,t0 � ÎMi,t0 , ∀i ∈H (8)

IMi,t ≤ ÎMi,t +ΔDM
t−1

ÎMi,t
∑

i∈H ÎMi,t
, ∀i ∈H, ∀t ∈ t1, t2, : : : ttO{ }

(9)

We also impose IMi,t ≥ 0 as per definition. A further prac-
tical constraint is added to the model, reflecting relo-
cation capacity in terms of the maximum number of
relocationsMmax

t :
∑

i∈H

∑

j∈H
(xij,t) ≤Mmax

t , ∀ t ∈ T O: (10)

Finally, we consider the fact that parking capacity
Hmax

i,t may be limited in a specific region, for which we
add the following constraint:

AM
i,t+IMi,t +

∑

j∈H
(xji,t−xij,t)−DM

i,t ≤Hmax
i,t , ∀i∈H, ∀t∈T O:

(11)

We also add constraints to initialize and update the
AO

i,t and AM
i,t state variables in line with the relocation

decisions as well as inflows and outflows.

AO
i,t0 � AO,base

i , ∀i ∈H (12)

AO
i,t�AO

i,t−1+IOi,t−1+
∑

j∈H
(xji,t−1−xij,t−1)−DM

i,t−1ψ
O
i,t−1,

∀i∈H,∀t∈{t1,t2,:::ttO} (13)

AM
i,t0�AM,base

i , ∀i∈H (14)

AM
i,t�AM

i,t−1+IMi,t−1+
∑

j∈H
(xji,t−1−xij,t−1)−DM

i,t−1,

∀i∈H,∀t∈{t1,t2,:::ttO} (15)

As positioning actions typically result in a delta in
rentals captured by the focal firm, focal fleet inflows
will change by the same amount. Because these effects
will not yet be reflected in the forecast of focal fleet in-
flows (ÎOi,t), we use a state variable IOi,t to track addition-
al inflows that result from additional or lost rentals.
We initialize and update IOi,t as follows:

IOi,t0 � ÎOi,t0 , ∀ i ∈H, (16)

IOi,t ≤ ÎOi,t +ΔDO
t−1

ÎMi,t
∑

i∈H ÎMi,t
, ∀i ∈H, ∀t ∈ t1, t2, : : : ttO{ }:

(17)

We also impose IOi,t ≤ IMi,t as per the definition. Parame-
ter ΔDO

t is evaluated against an expected total base
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demand across all regions D̂O,base
t that would have ma-

terialized if no positionings had taken place. It is de-
fined as

ΔD̂O
t �∑

i∈H
D̂M

i,tψ
O
i,t −

∑

i∈H
D̂M

i,tψ
O,base
i,t , (18)

where ψO,base
i,t is computed analogously to ψO

i,t in Equa-

tion (2) but substituting AO,base
i,t ,AM,base

i,t and ÎOi,t, where

AO,base
i,t and AM,base

i,t are initialized and updated analo-
gously to AM

i,t and AO
i,t in Equations (12)–(15) but letting

xij,t � 0 for all i, j ∈H and t ∈ T O.

4. Experiments
We employ a simulation experiment to test our model.
We simulate positioning actions over a full week. This
allows us to capture daily and weekly patterns and to
investigate the impact of any cascading effects of posi-
tioning actions in later periods. We draw on the case
of Car2Go (focal fleet) and DriveNow (competitor
fleet), two major free-floating car-sharing operators to
test our model. Given that fleet size and market shares
are comparable for both fleets, the choice of focal fleet
is random in our case. We select Berlin, a large competi-
tive car-sharing market, as the geographical focus. Al-
though Car2Go and DriveNow have since merged, the
case of competitor awareness in Berlin remains relevant
because of the recent entry of WeShare and Miles, two
new free-floating car rental networks. In this section, we
describe the setup of our simulation framework; we in-
troduce the empirical real-time data (Stage 1); we report
results of the learningmodel (Stage 2) and discuss the re-
sults of the online optimization (Stage 3).

4.1. Discrete Event Simulation Framework
For a realistic evaluation of our model, we construct a
discrete event simulation framework. Exogenous
parameters, such as market-level demand DM

i,t , are
retrieved and used as observed in the real world. Fac-
tors that are endogenous to the positioning decisions
made by our model, that is, vehicle availability and fo-
cal fleet inflows, are updated periodically. We thus
capture any future downstream effects that arise from
relocation decisions made in a given period. The

simplified simulation algorithm is detailed in Online
Appendix C.

We simulate over a randomly selected one-week
window to ensure that weekly and daily seasonality are
reflected and that all cascading effects from previous
positioning actions are captured. To validate our DES,
we run baseline simulations without any positioning
actions. These baseline simulations result in minor
discrepancies in the number of rentals captured by the
focal fleet of just 1.3% versus observed values. Our sim-
ulation model thus reflects reality very closely.

4.2. Descriptive Statistics on Real-time Contextu-
al Data (Stage 1)

We utilize a roughly five-month window of car-sharing
demand data covering the period from December 1st,
2016, to April 26th, 2017. The data contain information
on availability of vehicles (identifiable via a vehicle ID)
and their position at a granularity of five minutes. To
construct the hexagonal GDGGS and to create spatio-
temporal merges between the data sets, we draw on
open source geographic information systems (GIS) li-
braries in Python (particularly H3, Geopandas (Jordahl
et al. 2020)). We retrieve a network graph representa-
tion of Berlin’s road network via OpenStreetMap. Dis-
tance dij between regions are determined via shortest
path computation across this road network.

We define three spatial sets. First, we define a fine
set Hf with |Hf | � 50 (approximately 1.0 kilometer
edge length). Using the properties of the underlying
GDGGS, we aggregate up to a medium-coarse set Hm

with |Hm | � 15 (approximately 3.0 kilometer edge
length) and a coarse set Hc with |Hc | � 4 (approxi-
mately 8.5 kilometer edge length). For each spatial res-
olution, we compile two different sets of varying peri-
od length with Δt � 1 hour and Δt � 6 hours. We
choose these to explore trade-offs between temporal
resolution and predictive performance. From a practi-
cal perspective, different applications may require dif-
ferent resolutions. Table 2 shows the information con-
tent per spatiotemporal resolution. We report the
average number of inflows/outflows per record and
their standard deviation (in parentheses). Information
on the sparsity of data are crucial in the interpretation
of predictive performance.

Table 2. Information Content (Mean and Standard Deviation (in Parentheses) of Outflows/Inflows per Record) per
Spatiotemporal Resolution

Hc Hm Hf

Parameter 1 h 6 h 1 h 6 h 1 h 6 h

Density of DM
i,t 152.7 (155.3) 916.2 (878.4) 40.6 (61.3) 243.8 (351.1) 12.1 (14.5) 72.4 (79.9)

Density of IMi,t 152.7 (155.2) 916.2 (872.9) 40.6 (61.7) 243.8 (351.5) 12.1 (14.9) 72.4 (81.4)

Density of IOi,t 70.5 (74.5) 422.9 (422.2) 18.8 (28.1) 112.7 (159.6) 5.6 (6.9) 33.6 (36.6)
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We also explore the spatiotemporal patterns in rent-
al demand (inflows exhibit very similar patterns and
are not shown here). Figure 1 illustrates the consider-
able similarities in spatial rental patterns clustered
along the several subcenters of Berlin. Figure 2 pro-
vides an overview of the temporal demand patterns.
A weekly trend can be observed in the distributions of
daily demand with peaks on Fridays and Saturdays
followed by lows on Sundays. Intradaily seasonality

also follows clear patterns with peaks at 5 p.m. and
valleys during the night.

4.3. Performance of Online Predictive Model
(Stage 2)

We benchmark six different ML models, which we
briefly explain in the following.

• Linear model (ML-LIN): Previous studies have suc-
cessfully employed linear models for mobility demand

Figure 1. (Color online) Spatial Patterns of Rental Demand in Berlin (Car2Go (a) and DriveNow (b))

Figure 2. (Color online) Daily (a) and Hourly (b) Patterns of Rental Demand in Berlin
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prediction in a car-sharing context (e.g., Willing et al.
2017). To control model complexity and avoid overfit-
ting, we employ ℓ1-regularization. The regularization
factor λ is determined via a grid search.

• Support vector machine (ML-SVM): Support vector
machines have shown to be promising in regression
settings. We use a radial-basis-function kernel, which is
able to capture nonlinear relationships. We set ε (the
margin within which no error is attributed in the train-
ing loss function) to 0.4. This will result in no error
once rounding has been applied. The regularization C
(corresponding to ℓ2-regularization) is determined via
a grid search.

• Gradient tree boosting (ML-TREE): Gradient-
boosted tree-based regression is a nonparametric ML
method, using tree-based decision rules tomake predic-
tions. Again, inherently nonlinear relationships can be
represented. Gradient boosting is an ML technique us-
ing ensembles of weak models (in our case decision
trees) in a step-wise fashion, with each subsequent
model minimizing the residuals of the preceding en-
semble. We choose MAE as the loss function and
determine hyperparameters, including the number of
decision trees, the learning rate, and the maximum tree
depth via a grid search.

• Neural network (NN) (ML-NN1/2/3): We also test
three different (deep) neural network topologies with
one, two, and three hidden layers, respectively. We im-
plement the NNs using Keras (Chollet et al. 2015) and
use grid searches to tune the typical hyperparameters in
a NN, that is, batch size, number of epochs, dropout rate
(regularization), and the number of neurons per layer.
Batch size and epochs define the learning process of the
NN. NNs are (re)trained iteratively on subsets of the
training data (batches). One epoch is a full training cycle
over the entire data set. Regularization (controlled via
dropout rate) is a method for controlling overfitting
of an ML model. In the case of NNs, this can be
achieved by dropping selected nodes to reduce
overall model complexity, thus improving predic-
tive performance. We select ADAM (Kingma and
Ba 2014), a common optimization algorithm for
deep neural networks, as optimizer and use rectifi-
er linear units (ReLU) as activation functions. Each
node (neuron) in an NN transmits a signal to the
next node only if it is activated by its preceding in-
puts. The threshold at which this activation hap-
pens is determined by the activation function. In
NNs, nonlinear functions with nonconstant deriva-
tives are typically used, of which ReLU is one of the
most common and efficient choices. Our loss func-
tion is again the MAE, as this is the core metric we
want to optimize for (i.e., we want to minimize the
absolute number of vehicles the model is off on
average).

As additional benchmarks, we use the following
three models:

• Persistence (PER) model: The PER naively predicts
that the demand of the next period is equal to the real-
ized demand of the previous period.

•Historical average (HA)model: TheHA uses amov-
ing average of the three most correlated historical peri-
ods to predict the next period. The respective periods are
chosen based on autocorrelation with the target over the
80-day training period (see Online Appendix D).

• Seasonal Autoregressive IntegratedMovingAverage
model: A SARIMAmodel is used as a third benchmark.

All grid searches are performed using time series
cross-validation on the 80-day training period (start-
ing from the beginning of the data collection win-
dow). The results are documented in Online Appen-
dix D. To obtain realistic test metrics, we use a
moving window validation as described in Section
3.2. We keep our training window fixed at 80 days of
data (see Online Appendix D for details on choice of
training period). All prediction results are postproc-
essed by rounding to the nearest integer. In Table 3,
we report MAE and SMAPE per model as evaluated
on the full data set minus the 80-day training window.
All ML approaches are superior to both naive predic-
tion methods (PER, HA) as well as statistical time se-
ries techniques (SARIMA) across all spatiotemporal
resolutions for which we test. This highlights the
value of using contextual and competitor data to en-
hance prediction quality and reduce any uncertainty re-
lated to the future realizations of decision parameters.
Among the models we test for, deep NN topologies
along with the linear model seem to perform best. The
advantage of NNs is particularly pronounced where in-
formation density is high (coarse spatial and low tempo-
ral resolution), a factor that is commonly observed with
relatively data-hungry frameworks, such as deep learn-
ing. The best-in-class models for each resolution are
highlighted in Table 3. We use these in all further simula-
tions. All best-in-class models can be trained in under
three minutes for their respective spatiotemporal resolu-
tion (on a machine with 128-GB RAM and 24 cores) and
are therefore suitable for online learning.

In Figure 3, we review the impact of resolution on
ML performance. We obtain high predictive accuracy
achieving a SMAPE of considerably below 10% using
the coarsest set of regions Hc and lowest temporal res-
olution. This is in line with our expectations, as high
aggregation levels tend to smooth out the variance in
the data, leading to better predictability. Overall,
we achieve nearly identical predictive performance
for outflows and inflows, which seems intuitive given
their strong time-shifted correlation per location.
We also observe performance trade-offs for temporal
resolution, with six-hour period lengths being
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considerably more predictable. We find that the per-
formance penalty attributable to temporal resolution
is largely constant for the different spatial resolutions
(trade-off curve shifted upward in Figure 3). Predic-
tive results obtained for IOi,t, while exhibiting similar
trade-off characteristics, are typically slightly worse than
those obtained for the market-level targets. We ex-
plain this with the lower amounts of information
content in our data and higher variance compared
with the combined market-level data (see Table 2).
Figure 4 shows the relative performance penalty of
forecasting further into the future as compared with
the MAE of predicting just one period ahead. In gen-
eral, predicting further ahead into the future comes
at a penalty (Ketter et al. 2012). This is to be expected
as highly predictive features such as previous real-
izations become unobservable as we move further
into the future. In our case, this penalty can be up to

18% higher MAE versus a single-period forecast for
certain spatiotemporal resolutions. We review the
impact of these performance penalties on relocation
decisions in later simulations.

4.4. Performance of Online Optimization Model
(Stage 3)

We implement the online optimization as defined
mathematically in Section 3.3 in Julia using the Julia
Mathematical Programming framework (Lubin and
Dunning 2015) and the Juniper branch and bound
MINLP solver (Kröger et al. 2018) with IPOPT
(Wächter and Biegler 2006) as the nonlinear program-
ming solver and CPLEX as the mixed-integer pro-
gramming solver used in the feasibility pump (Kröger
et al. 2018). For practical reasons and given the online
nature of our approach, we impose a time limit of 900
seconds on the optimization. The optimization runs

Table 3. Benchmark Model Performance in Terms of MAE and SMAPE (in Parentheses) for Different Spatiotemporal
Resolutions (Shown Here for DM

i,t )

Prediction
algorithm

Hc Hm Hf

1 h 6 h 1 h 6 h 1 h 6 h

PER 29.0 (17.4%) 553.6 (37.7%) 9.4 (24.7%) 149.1 (35.6%) 4.1 (29.9%) 45.8 (36.9%)
HA 29.3 (18.1%) 394.4 (26.8%) 9.1 (24.5%) 106.3 (25.4%) 3.8 (28.1%) 32.6 (26.1%)
SARIMA 18.3 (13.2%) 125.8 (11.4%) 7.0 (21.7%) 38.8 (14.7%) 3.5 (26.3%) 14.9 (15.8%)
ML-LIN 12.7 (10.2%) 54.7 (6.3%) 5.0 (18.1%) 18.7 (9.0%) 2.7 (22.7%) 9.5 (11.1%)
ML-SVM 13.7 (11.1%) 60.4 (6.8%) 5.8 (20.3%) 21.2 (9.7%) 3.1 (24.5%) 10.1 (11.3%)
ML-TREE 13.6 (11.7%) 62.2 (5.7%) 5.3 (18.9%) 19.7 (8.7%) 2.8 (22.9%) 9.2 (10.4%)
ML-NN1 13.9 (10.8%) 75.1 (6.1%) 5.1 (19.4%) 22.1 (9.5%) 2.7 (22.2%) 10.4 (10.6%)
ML-NN2 12.7 (10.4%) 49.3 (5.5%) 5.0 (17.9%) 18.4 (9.0%) 3.0 (24.7%) 9.5 (10.3%)
ML-NN3 11.6 (10.5%) 49.8 (5.7%) 5.4 (19.9%) 18.0 (9.0%) 3.0 (23.9%) 9.3 (10.6%)

Note. Best-in-class models highlighted in bold font.

Figure 3. (Color online) SMAPE of Best-in-Class Model for Different Spatiotemporal Resolutions and Targets (Total Demand
(a), Total Inflows (b), Focal Fleet Inflows (c)) (Error Bars Indicate Range Across Prediction Horizons)
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all solve within that time limit. For a thorough evalua-
tion, we vary parameters related to spatial resolution
(H� [Hc, Hm, Hf ]), temporal resolution (Δt� [1h, 6h]),
foresight (|T O | � [1,2]), and information availability I
(perfect parameter information (PI) and forecast
parameters (FI)). This parameterization results in a
problem size that is significantly larger than those
considered in previous research. He , Hu, and Zhang
(2019a), for example, test prediction horizons of up to
three periods in a network with up to five regions. We
argue, however, that in a micromobility setting where
location is defined in terms of walking distance, small-
er regions are more realistic and accurate.

We parameterize two types of relocation cost crelocij :
one cost parameter for human operator-based reloca-
tion (creloc,humij � dij (cvar + chum)) and one cost for free
relocation (e.g., free rides offered to users or autono-
mous vehicles) case (creloc,autij � dij (cvar + 0)). We let the
specific variable cost per kilometer cvar be equal to
USD 0.175 per kilometer (includes fuel and degrada-
tion cost) and the operator-based relocation cost chum

be equal to USD 0.7 per kilometer (i.e., roughly 50% of
a New York City taxi fee). We define rrent as USD 0.4
per minute, which corresponds to typical fee levels in
car sharing. We let Hmax

i,t be equal to the maximum ob-
served market availability plus inflows per region i in
the data set. We do not set a limit for Mmax

t . For the
purpose of the optimization, we let δ̂Mi,t � δ̄Mi,t , where
δ̄Mi,t is the average rental length across the three most
correlated historic periods per region. In the simula-
tion, we use the true observed realizations of δMi,t . For

performance evaluation, we use three key perfor-
mance indicators (KPIs) (all evaluated against the
base case of current policies as observed in the data):
(1) average number of positioning actions N per peri-
od over the simulation horizon; (2) percentage gain in
unit revenue ρ over the simulation horizon; and (3)
percentage gain in unit profit π over the simulation
horizon, where profit is defined as the contribution
margin Π minus depreciation and fixed costs directly
attributable to the vehicle. Tables 4 and 5 summarize
the results. We observe that the finer the spatiotempo-
ral granularity, the higher the theoretical benefits that
can be obtained via CSVP positioning. With finer
granularity, the potential for identifying local imbal-
ances and opportunities for local availability optimi-
zations rises. As distances between regions become
smaller and relocation costs decrease, more position-
ing actions are initiated to benefit from these opportu-
nities in a profitable manner. This is especially true for
high temporal granularity, in which the larger amount
of positioning windows over a day drives CSVP per-
formance. Theoretical unit profit gains at the finest
granularity (Δt � 1 hour, Hf ) are up to 7.5% for free
user-based positioning (FREE) and 3.0% for operator-
based (OPR) positioning. Dynamic models are more
effective than myopic models in all cases. We also find
that prediction quality has a strong impact on perfor-
mance. Although results using predicted values are
on par with the perfect information case for the Hc

spatial resolution, the performance penalties at Hf are
considerable—particularly for the dynamic models

Figure 4. (Color online) NormalizedMAE (t � 1) of Best-in-Class Model for Different Prediction Horizons and Targets (Total
Demand (a), Total Inflows (b), Focal Fleet Inflows (c)) (Error Bars Indicate Range Across Different Spatiotemporal Resolutions)
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where prediction errors seem to amplify over the opti-
mization horizon. Another effectiveness driver is posi-
tioning costs. Although FREE positioning allows for
more frequent positioning actions, it is also more sus-
ceptible to prediction error compared with operator-
based positioning, which compensates prediction
errors as a result of more conservative positioning
strategies due to higher cost.

At Δt � 6 hours, the best performing model using
forecast parameters is the dynamic model at high spa-
tiotemporal resolution in which a good trade-off is
reached and profit gains of 2.8% and 1.5%, respective-
ly, are achieved. We observe similar patterns for a tem-
poral resolution of Δt � 1 hour. Although theoretical
improvements are higher owing to the larger amount
of positioning windows over a day, absolute losses
due to prediction errors are also higher. We achieve
the best performance under FREE positioning for pre-
dicted values of 3.1% for a dynamic model and Hf .
Under OPR positioning, improvements of 1.8% are

feasible using a dynamic model and the best perform-
ing model at Δt � 6 hours is not reached. Given the rel-
atively small improvement for hourly positioning that
comes at the cost of considerably more positioning ac-
tions and much longer computation times (especially
for FREE positioning), we opt for a temporal resolu-
tion of Δt � 6 hours in all following simulations. This
corresponds to four positioning windows per day
with optimization times below one minute, which is
considered feasible in practice.

4.5. Benchmarks and What-If Analyses
We benchmark our results against relevant alternative
approaches and test a range of what-if analyses to ex-
plore sensitivities. For all instances, we choose the pre-
viously identified best trade-off model setting under
predicted parameters as the test case (dynamic, H �
Hm, Δt � 6 hours). First, we compare ourmodel against
the alternative of purchasing and deploying more ve-
hicles. We increase the focal fleet’s vehicle supply by

Table 4. Optimization Results for Different Spatial Resolutions (H), Different Optimization Horizon Lengths (|T O |) and
Different Information Cases (I ) at Δt � 6 Hours

Spatial
resolution (H)

Optimization
horizon (|T O |)

Information
case (I)

Avg. positioning actions (#/period) Unit revenue gain (%) Unit profit gain (%)

FREE OPR FREE OPR FREE OPR

Hf MYO PI 170.9 56.9 3.4 2.4 3.2 2.1
FI 130.3 61.8 1.7 1.3 1.4 0.7

DYN PI 239.5 62.2 4.5 2.7 4.5 2.5
FI 252.5 70.5 0.4 1.1 0.2 0.5

Hm MYO PI 58.1 4.0 3.0 1.1 3.1 1.2
FI 61.1 4.0 2.6 1.0 2.6 1.1

DYN PI 43.0 5.1 3.4 1.5 3.6 1.6
FI 46.0 6.0 2.7 1.4 2.8 1.5

Hc MYO PI 3.9 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.7 0.0
FI 2.9 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.7 0.0

DYN PI 6.2 0.0 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0
FI 4.3 0.0 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0

Note. Avg., average; DYN, dynamic; MYO, myopic; OPR, operator based.

Table 5. Optimization Results for Different Spatial Resolutions (H), Different Optimization Horizon Lengths (|T O |) and
Different Information Cases (I ) at Δt � 1 Hour

Spatial
resolution (H)

Optimization
horizon (|T O |)

Information
case (I)

Avg. positioning actions (#/period) Unit revenue gain (%) Unit profit gain (%)

FREE OPR FREE OPR FREE OPR

Hf MYO PI 118.6 22.7 5.5 2.7 4.4 1.4
FI 101.3 18.6 4.1 1.7 3.1 0.7

DYN PI 120.2 23.4 8.2 4.1 7.5 3.0
FI 111.8 19.7 4.3 2.0 3.1 0.8

Hm MYO PI 18.9 0.4 4.8 1.3 4.8 1.4
FI 15.7 0.5 2.5 1.2 2.3 1.3

DYN PI 20.5 0.9 4.9 2.6 4.9 2.8
FI 18.0 0.9 2.0 1.7 1.6 1.8

Hc MYO PI 1.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 1.5 0.0
FI 0.9 0.0 1.3 0.0 1.4 0.0

DYN PI 1.8 0.0 1.2 0.0 1.2 0.0
FI 1.7 0.0 1.3 0.0 1.3 0.0

Note. Avg., average; DYN, dynamic; MYO, myopic; OPR, operator based.
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f OS SM proportionately across the network, where f OS is
the focalfleet vehicle supply growth factor. Our simula-
tions show (see Figure 5) that in the absence of smart
competitor-aware positioning, the focal fleet would have
to increase fleet size by an f OS of 7% (FREE positioning)
and 4% (OPR positioning) to achieve a comparable in-
crease of 2.7% or 1.5% in absolute revenue, respectively.
This corresponds to an absolute growth of the fleet of
16.2% and 9.2%. Increasing fleet size, however, has ad-
verse effects on unit economics as shown in Figure 5(b)).
Under fleet expansion, unit profit would decline by
−13.5% or −7.8% depending on the positioning case. At
the same revenue growth, the CSVP model would incur
unit profit gain of +2.8% or +1.5%, thus highlighting the
value of our approach.

Second, we benchmark against a conventional posi-
tioning framework, which considers the focal fleet in
isolation.We term this an “introvert”model. In the intro-
vert case, we let DM

i,t �DO
i,t, I

M
i,t � IOi,t and AM

i,t � AO
i,t in

Equations (1)–(18), whereas the CSVP model formula-
tion remains unchanged. For illustrative purposes and
to abstract from the prediction performance, we choose a
perfect information case. We also artificially inflate de-
mand by 20% to provide sufficient opportunity for posi-
tioning actions in an introvert case. Figure 6 shows the
results. In an introvert case, positioning benefits stem ex-
clusively from capturing some of the additional demand
that otherwise would have been lost or from reposition-
ing to more valuable areas where expected rental length
is higher. However, given that competitor vehicles will
be present, actual captured demand will diverge from
what is expected a priori. By taking amarket perspective,

these relative availabilities are considered in the posi-
tioning decisions. It also enables the identification of
additional demand pockets that would remain unob-
served otherwise. As a result, a fleet operator operating
on a CSVP positioning model can achieve more than
double (FREE positioning) or just under double (OPR
positioning) the unit revenue and profit increases ver-
sus a non-competitor-aware model for the scenario we
test. Third, we explore our model’s performance in var-
ious realistic scenarios by varying (1) the level ofmarket
demand DM[T] and (2) the vehicle supply SM. We vary
demand by increasing DM[T] by factor (1+ fMD ) propor-
tionally across the network, where fMD is the demand
growth factor. IM[T] and IO[T] are adjusted depending
on how much induced demand is actually served. We
increase competitor vehicle supply by adding f CS S

M to
the initialized availability, where f CS is the competitor
vehicle supply growth factor. As before, we increase fo-
cal fleet vehicle supply by f OS SM. Figure 7(a) provides
insights into the effects of growing the competitor fleet
vehicle supply under different demand growth scenari-
os. Competing fleet operators may choose to expand
their fleets to capture market share (shown for the con-
servative, high-cost case of operator-based positioning).
Alternatively, new entrants may raise the supply of
competitor vehicles. Market demand may or may not
rise in such future scenarios. Comparing the unit profit
π against the base case of not engaging in CSVP posi-
tioning, we find improvements at all levels of f CS and fMD
we test for. The isolated effect of a demand increase fol-
lows a bell-shaped curve (see bottom rows of Figure 7)
with highest effects versus base case at moderate

Figure 5. (Color online) Benchmark of Fleet Expansion vs. CSVPModelWithout Fleet Expansion (Dynamic, Forecast Parame-
ters,H �Hm and Δt � 6 Hours) in Terms of Revenue Gain (a) and Unit Profit Gain (b)
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increases. For large demand increases, the market be-
comes relatively undersupplied and there is less scope for
further improvement. Looking at growth in competitor

supply alone (first column), we see stable- to moder-
ately decreasing effectiveness of CSVP positioning.
This small reduction in effectiveness is noteworthy as

Figure 6. (Color online) Benchmark Positioning Actions (a), Unit Revenue (b), and Unit Profit (c) Obtained by Noncompetitor-
Aware (Introvert) vs. CSVP Model (Dynamic, Perfect Information, H �Hm and Δt � 6 Hours) at 20% Increase of DM[T] and
DO[T]

Figure 7. (Color online) Heat Map of Focal Fleets’ Change in Unit Profit πUnder Operator-Based (OPR) CSVP Positioning vs.
Base Case for (a) Different fMD and f CS and (b) Different fMD and f OS
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a factor f CS � 0.25 corresponds to a significant loss in rela-
tive availability of approximately 10 percentage points.
Our framework remains effective at largely constant rates
even as relative availability is considerably reduced. The
highest uplifts versus the base case are achieved in sce-
narios with moderate demand increase and large com-
petitor fleet expansions. The high loss in relative avail-
ability, coupled with additional rentals to be captured at
a constant own fleet size, provides ample improvement
opportunities via CSVP positioning and can result in
profit increases versus a base case of 5.0%. The CSVP
framework thus provides an effective defensive mecha-
nism against competitor fleet expansion by reducing
the impact of the loss in relative availability and by
amplifying the decline in unit profitability experi-
enced by the competitor fleet. The CSVP is therefore
well suited for accommodating an anticipated
growth in market demand even if competitors decide
to increase fleet size proportionately. Figure 7(b) de-
picts the unit profit gains under operator-based
CSVP positioning in the opposite case of focal fleet
expansion and different demand growth scenarios.
We explore whether the framework can enhance the
effectiveness of the focal fleet operator‘s physical fleet
expansions in the market we study by dampening ad-
verse unit economic effects associated with fleet ex-
pansion. We find similar effectiveness patterns for
changes in f OS . However, focal fleet supply effects in
isolation (column one in Figure 7(b)) result in rela-
tively higher effectiveness gains. This can be attribut-
ed to the larger vehicle pool the fleet operator can use
for CSVP positioning. Effectiveness rises to up to
7.2% unit profit increase in an OPR positioning sce-
nario. Improvements for FREE positioning are even
higher and are shown in Online Appendix E. From
these what-if analyses, we learn that (1) the level of
relative oversupply in the market plays an important
role. As demand growth picks up, CSVP effectiveness
rises up to a point when the market becomes undersup-
plied and the scope for additional gain diminishes. We
also find that (2) the relative availability share seems not
to have a significant impact on effectiveness. As competi-
tor supply rises, the CSVP remains effective at similar
levels. Finally, we find evidence that (3) the vehicle
pool size plays a role. As the fleet operator increases
his or her fleet size, he or she not only improves rela-
tive availability but also the absolute size of the vehicle
pool that can be used for positioning, which drives ef-
fectiveness. The CSVP model can thus be expected to
perform well in scenarios of growing market demand,
growing competitor supply, and own fleet expansion.
All simulations above assume uninterrupted data flow
from competitor APIs. In practice, these may experi-
ence occasional outages and malfunctions. In Online
Appendix E, we run extensive simulations to test the
sensitivity of our results to such outages. We find that

our results are highly robust even to reasonably high
outage probabilities of 50%. These findings further
highlight the real-world readiness of our approach.

5. Discussion and Future Work
This research explores how operators of on-demand
rental networks can leverage real-time and geo-tagged
competitor information in the operations management
of their network. Market-level and high-resolution mo-
bility data arewidely and publicly available inmany ge-
ographies. The trend of open-sourcingmobility operator
data is continuing (e.g., Mobility Data Specification pro-
ject or city-level open data initiatives). In an environ-
ment evolving toward increased sharing, the question
emerges whether operators can profit from incorporat-
ing detailed competitor supply and demand informa-
tion into their operational decision processes. To address
this question, we focus on the repositioning challenge, a
core operational concern in on-demand rental networks.
We develop a novel, data-driven, and scalable three-
stage framework that enables operators of on-demand
rental networks to improvemarket share andprofitabili-
ty through competitor-aware positioning actions—inde-
pendent of market structure.We build ourmodel on the
assumption that local relative product availability deter-
mines the market share that is captured by a fleet in a
competitive environment. We test that assumption and
develop a machine learning framework to predict
market-level demand and supply parameters. Those
predictions are input to a multiperiod MINLP online
optimization framework that periodically determines
optimal positioning schedules. Our work offers a new
perspective on the shared vehicle positioning problem
by incorporating competitor awareness into the decision
process. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our model
via benchmarks and counterfactuals tested on real-
world data from the case of Car2Go and DriveNow in
Berlin. CSVP positioning outperforms the base case ob-
served in our data both in terms of revenue gain and
profitability at all spatial and temporal discretizations
under consideration. The upper bound is 7.5% unit
profit growth. However, given that predictive accuracy
diminishes at larger network sizes, the best real-world
results are obtained with a dynamic model at medium
spatial and low temporal resolution. The optimal unit
profit increase ranges from 2.8% to 1.5% depending on
positioning cost. We benchmark this setup against the
alternative of fleet expansion and against an introverted
player that neglects competitor information. Both bench-
marks are significantly outperformed. We also find that
model effectiveness typically rises under realistic combi-
nations of defensive (competing fleet growth, new en-
trants), offensive (focal fleet expansion), and demand
growth scenarios. We also show that our model readily
handles data outages (seeOnlineAppendix E).
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Our work is subject to several limitations, which
provide scope for interesting follow-up work. First,
our approach relies on the availability of real-time sys-
tem-level shared mobility data. Throughout this pa-
per, we have argued that such data are increasingly
and widely accessible. In many cases, real-time mobil-
ity data streams are provided by the mobility opera-
tors themselves via open APIs—either voluntarily or
in response to regulatory pressures from governmen-
tal authorities. We have also referenced alternative,
real-time data sources, such as market research com-
panies. Yet, the fact remains that our approach is data
hungry. This opens up research opportunities to ex-
tend our model to situations where the market envi-
ronment is only partially observable in real time, that
is, where competitor data streams remain untapped.
Future work may therefore consider a scenario where
competitor demand and supply information is opaque
or unavailable in real time. Only static, historical data
are available. Here, we briefly elaborate on two possi-
ble approaches for dealing with such a challenge. A
promising methodological extension to handle partial
observability is the use of reinforcement learning
(RL), which has received increasing attention in the
OR/OM community as a scalable approach in sto-
chastic and sequential environments (Gosavi 2009,
Powell 2011). One can cast the CSVP as a single-agent,
partially observable Markov decision process. An RL
algorithm can then find repositioning policies that
maximize a certain reward function (i.e., fleet operator
profit) and implicitly incorporate (unobservable) com-
petitor supply and demand information. By learning
over many episodes of historical system states, opti-
mal repositioning policies could likely be found. Al-
though such an approach is computationally expen-
sive, once trained, the RL model executes in real time
and would therefore offer real-world utility. The la-
tent modeling technique of economic regimes (ER)
proposed by Ketter et al. (2009, 2012) also offers a
promising avenue. ER models are based on hierarchi-
cal hidden Markov models and predict distributions
of key market conditions (such as demand and supply
volumes) based on limited observable market infor-
mation (such as a single competitor’s supply and de-
mand conditions). Probabilistic modeling is then used
to detect and predict changes in economic regimes
and derive operational decisions tailored to the specif-
ic market/competitive condition.

Second, our model assumes that only the focal fleet
conducts competitor-aware positioning actions. This
work enables us to quantify the value of real-timemar-
ket-level data and show that the value is sufficient to
warrant investment in the development of a real-time
data analytics and decision framework that incorpo-
rates competitor supply information. Indeed, as an ear-
ly adopter, the fleet operator can exploit the full value

of the data. Previous research also shows that the over-
all market efficiency frontier can increase even if only
one actor uses the derived competitive strategy (Ketter
et al. 2012). The question remains, however, how the
situation changes as other competitors with symmetric
information may themselves begin to engage in CSVP
positioning. One approach to exploring these dynam-
ics is a game-theoretic framework that formalizes inter-
actions between several rational and competitive
agents. Because of mathematical tractability, a game-
theoretic approach would be limited to evaluating a
small number of players and limited set of strategies. A
more flexible and scalable alternative is competitive
multiagent simulation (MAS). MAS can find and evalu-
ate different agent strategies and stable combinations
thereof (equilibrium) in an evolutionary manner. The
MAS approach could also leverage theRL or ERmethods
mentioned above to derive competitive agent strategies.
Several outcomes are conceivable. In a zero sumgame, as
more and more competitors apply CSVP, the value will
increasingly be shared between platforms to the disad-
vantage of those fleets that either do not use CSVP or
those that utilize comparatively worse prediction mod-
els. Where competition is not a zero sum game, perhaps
because the system is not operating at the efficient fron-
tier, if all operators use all available information to make
more efficient allocations, overall efficiency of the system
could increase and a win-win situation might be created.
In either situation, althoughfirstmovers can fully and ex-
clusively benefit from CSVP today, there is also a clear
long-term competitive disadvantage from not using
competitor-aware vehicle positioning approaches, which
highlights the value of the presented approach.

Finally, there is an opportunity to test the CSVP
framework on other on-demand rental networks, such
as bikes or e-scooters. On-demand bike-rental networks
typically experience more rental activity and have
cheaper positioning cost factors (due to pooling), which
could allow for the use of lower network resolutions
and more positioning actions, thus increasing effective-
ness. On-demand service networks (Uber, Lyft) could
also benefit from the proposed framework.
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